
 
 

JACK WOLFSKIN makes cooperating with competent part-
ners a priority. In the ATHLETIC OUTDOOR area, the fit-
ness expert FELIX KLEMME is the perfect strategic partner. 
Together with him, JACK WOLFSKIN developed new prod-
ucts specially to meet the needs of athletes in outdoor  
fitness, the growing trend sports segment. These products 
are very lightweight, highly breathable and extremely hard-
wearing. They are complemented by GRAVITY, the newly 
created series of backpacks and bags, in which outdoor 
sport outfits and gear can be ideally stowed.

Scandinavia is a dream destination for outdoor enthusiasts. 
In shaping its new collection, JACK WOLFSKIN has tapped 
into the untamed wilderness and electrifying metropolises of  
Europe’s far north. More than a thousand fjords, scenic 
coasts, majestic mountains and exhilarating cities – this region 
has so much to discover. Once you’ve been there, you’ll always 
want to go back. The raw and unpredictable nature found 
from the Lofoten Islands to the northernmost point in Europe 
was the inspiration for the ACTIVE OUTDOOR range, while 
the EVERYDAY OUTDOOR products draw from the vitality of 
the avant-garde city of Stockholm. Recognised as one of the 
most sustainable cities in the world, Stockholm also inspired 
this season’s expansion of the ECOSPHERE product family 
with MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE and NANUK ECOSPHERE. 
Because this season, we are also using 100% recycled materials 
in shells, fleece and hybrid styles.

The 2018 winter collection of the outdoor specialist excites 
with sustainable innovations, completely new cuts and silhou-
ettes and finely detailed practical solutions.

Winter 2018
JACK WOLFSKin scores with sustainable innovations

•	Strategy:	pioneering	conceptS	for	SuStainability	

•	functional	and	StyliSh:	productS	for	tripS	in	all	kindS	of	weather

•	trendS:	outdoor	gym,	girlS	concept	and	new	bag	SerieS
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JACK WOLFSKIN is one of the leading providers of pre-
mium quality outdoor apparel, footwear and equip-
ment in Europe and the largest franchisor in the sports 
retail market in Germany. JACK WOLFSKIN products 
are currently available in more than 900 Jack Wolfskin 
Stores and at over 4,000 points of sale worldwide. JACK 
WOLFSKIN products are renowned for their optimized 
functionality, high quality and exceptional innovation. 

innOvAtiOn, higheSt quALity 
And FunCtiOnALity FOr everyOne 
WhO’S At hOme OutdOOrS

In recent years the specialist outdoor brand has captured 
a large share of the market with numerous new products 
and materials. JACK WOLFSKIN is also a pioneer of the 
first order when it comes to sustainability. The company 
has been a member of the Fair Wear Foundation since 
2010 and was awarded FWF Leader Status three times 
in a row.  JACK WOLFSKIN is also a bluesign® system 
partner and has been a member of the ‘Zero Discharge 
of Hazardous Chemicals’ programme since 2012 In the 
2016 financial year, the company recorded sales  
turnover of € 351 million. JACK WOLFSKIN is headquartered 
in Idstein, in the Taunus region of Germany. The company  
currently employs over 1000 people in Germany.

Winter is also a travel season! With the current EVERYDAY 
OUTDOOR collection, outdoor fans are perfectly equipped 
for all trips during the cold time of year: new TEXAPORE 
materials, warm long parkas and flexible 3-in-1 styles are 
perfect for exploring the world out in the elements. The 
new AURORA and TRT backpacks, bags and trolleys make 
ideal travel companions. The look of the AURORA back-
packs, with their unusual and elaborately produced colour 
gradient, was inspired by the Arctic Circle’s spectacular 
Northern Lights – the aurora borealis. The TRT series, by 
contrast, is modelled on multifunctional military bags.

Among the youngest adventurers, this year’s JACK WOLFSKIN 
collection puts girls front and centre. For the new GIRLS 
CONCEPT series, the Steingässer family daughters Hannah 
and Frieda provided important input. They helped to  
create products geared specially to girls’ needs.
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Revolutionary: the 100% recycled membrane TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE

SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATION
nature and sustainability go hand in hand for lovers of out-
door activities. ReSPeCt – ReCyCle – RetHinK. This motto 
plays a key role for JACK WOLFSKIN in the development of its 
new collections. The Idstein-based company was the first ap-
parel manufacturer to launch an absolute innovation in the out-
door market with its revolutionary teXaPoRe eCoSPHeRe 
technology – a jacket comprising a 100 % recycled membrane, 
a 100 % recycled outer material and 100% recycled 
lining. And this season, the revolution becomes a con-
cept: wholly recycled materials now also fea-

ture in shells, fleeces and hybrid styles. JACK WOLFSKIN  
is once again demonstrating its exceptional innovative capac-
ity – with impressive figures: the new collection already com-
prises 46 products for women, men and kids which are made 
entirely using recycled materials. Among other things, PET 
bottles are reused. For example, on average the TAIGA TRAIL 
3-IN-1 WOMEN consists of 53 one-litre bottles. Meanwhile, 

the zero-waste concept of the 100 % recycled mem-
brane involves the reuse of waste cuttings. Addition-

ally, all the products are entirely PfC-free.

When it comes to performance, the sustainable innovations 
are more than a match for conventional products – teXaPoRe 
eCoSPHeRe is at the O2+ level, MiCRoGuaRD eCoSPHeRe 
is at the MAXLOFT level and nanuK eCoSPHeRe is available 
in a range from NANUK 100 to NANUK 300. Recycled materi-
als will become increasingly important in the future. And the 
products made from recycled materials will allow outdoor en-
thusiasts to experience nature without having to compromise 
their high sustainability expectations.

Daniele Grasso, Director of Apparel, explains: ‘We inspired 
suppliers and competitors with our TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE 

technology. Performance has a very important role to play 
alongside sustainability. We have already succeeded in im-
pressing retailers and wholesalers with our O2+ level. And we 
now intend to impress the consumers just as much too.’ He 
goes on: ‘We are further expanding our sustainability offen-
sive in the autumn/winter 2018 season. For example, we use 
recycled materials in our padding which are not only sustain-
able, but also deliver excellent performance. We have already 
updated our top sellers and core products in our NANUK fleece 
collection as NANUK ECOSPHERE versions. We are therefore 
making an honest statement as we are not talking about just 
a handful, but about a large number of products.’

ca.53

jack-wolfskin.de/ecosphere

TAIGA TRAIL 3IN1 JACKET WOMEN 
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SIERRA TRAIL 3IN1 JACKET MEN 
Recycling all the way – 
inside and out

This highly flexible and warm jacket is a great 
example of using recycled materials. It is a 
combination of breathable outer jacket and 
fleece inner jacket – both made of recycled 
materials. The outer jacket’s functional 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE provides reliable 
protection against wind and weather. The 
super-soft and super-warm fleece used for the 
inner jacket was manufactured using recycled 
PET bottles. Zips positioned in the back region 
of the sleeves provide optimal ventilation 
during all outdoor activities. Its other standout 
features are a hood with an adjustable field 
of vision, an adjustable edge and reflective 
details.

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE; 
NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE; 100 % PFC-free 

TAIGA TRAIL 3IN1 JACKET WOMEN 
old becomes new – 
environmentally friendly all the way 

A sustainable all-rounder: this versatile 
jacket is a combination of an inner jacket 
and a breathable hardshell – both made 
of recycled materials. The functional 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE material of the 
outer jacket combines recycled membrane 
with a recycled outer fabric and recycled 
lining – a unique material construction on 
the clothing market. It also delivers top 
performance, as it is water- and windproof 
and highly breathable. The detachable inner 
jacket consists of the new MICROGUARD 
ECOSPHERE and NANUK ECOSPHERE. This 
thermal, breathable combination is made 
from recycled PET. The jacket has zips under 
the arms, a detachable hood stowed in the 
collar, and reflective detailing.

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
NANUK ECOSPHERE; 100 % PFC-free

0201 03

FJAERLAND JACKET MEN
Parka with impressive inner values 

This highly flexible and warm jacket featuring 
a 3-in-1 system is an absolute all-rounder. It 
is perfect in every detail and combines a pad-
ded inner jacket with a waterproof hardshell 
in a classic parka style. The outer jacket’s 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE material offers reliable 
protection from the weather. The quilted 
inner jacket made of subtly shimmering SOFT-
TOUCH TAFFETA RECYCLED keeps you nice 
and warm and cuts a fine figure when worn 
on its own too. The hood on the outer jacket 
is detachable and can be stowed in the collar. 
Four side pockets, a large chest pocket, an 
inside pocket and a concealed pocket offer 
plenty of space for storing things. 

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE PLAIN 2L; 
SOFTTOUCH TAFFETA RECYCLED; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 100 % PFC-free 

ca.54ca.53 ca.58
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MOONSHINE ALTIS JACKET MEN
the perfect addition – 
and ever so environmental

This fleece jacket with a high collar is highly 
versatile. The recycled NANUK 300 ECOSPHERE 
material is durable and quick-drying and provides 
top insulation. Its extra high thermal capacity 
makes the jacket ideal for use on colder days. 
It can be easily combined with a suitable outer 
jacket thanks to the 3-in-1 regular system.

Material: NANUK 300 ECOSPHERE; 
Bluesign® PRODUCT

ECHO JACKET WOMEN
advanced environmental protection – 
it’s so easy  

This fleece jacket is pleasantly light and offers 
moderate heat insulation. It stands out with its 
high collar and emphasised slimline shape. The 
robust NANUK 100 ECOSPHERE material made 
of 100% recycled polyester is quick-drying and 
breathable. Two subtle side pockets offer plenty 
of space for storing things.

Material: NANUK 100 ECOSPHERE; 
Bluesign® PRODUCT

KARELIA TRAIL JACKET WOMEN
Sustainable performance – 
ultralight and very warm 

This jacket with its athletic cut offers excellent 
performance and freedom of movement. The 
two-layered TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE, made of 
recycled materials, has long-lasting water- and 
windproof properties and guarantees breath-
able protection against weather. The innova-
tive MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE synthetic fibre 
filling is made of recycled PET bottles; it provides 
optimum warmth and dries very quickly. Two side 
pockets with side slits enhance the jacket’s slim 
silhouette. The detachable hood is fully adjustable 
and can be stowed in the collar. 

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE; MICROGUARD 
ECOSPHERE; 100 % PFC-free

04
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BAKSMALLA HYBRID JACKET KIDS
Sustainable freedom of movement

This hybrid jacket with a high stand-up collar is 
the perfect thing for active kids to wear on cold 
days. The MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE material 
keeps the upper body warm and protects it from 
headwinds, while wicking moisture away from 
the body. The subtly shimmering SOFTTOUCH 
TAFFETA RECYCLED gives the jacket a casual 
look. The NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE fleece on the 
sleeves and back is cosy and warm and comfort-
able to wear. Two side pockets offer plenty of 
space for storing things. The jacket can be easily 
combined with a hardshell thanks to the 3-in-1 
system.

Material: NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE; SOFTTOUCH 
TAFFETA RECYCLED; MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 
100 % PFC-free; Bluesign® PRODUCT

printed on bio top 3® next - paper
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BAKSMALLA JACKET KIDS
the bear necessities 

This fleece jacket with a high collar is resilient 
and offers optimum warmth when out and about 
playing. The robust, hard-wearing NANUK 200 
ECOSPHERE material boasts very good thermal 
capacity and is also quick-drying and breathable. 
The slim-cut jacket can be easily combined with 
an outer jacket thanks to the 3-in-1 system. The 
large paw logo on the back is a visual highlight 
for kids who love bears.

Material: NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE; 
Bluesign® PRODUCT

GRIVLA KIDS 3IN1 JACKET
an all-rounder for little adventurers 

With this jacket, kids are well equipped for big 
adventures whatever the weather. It combines a 
waterproof outer jacket with a fleece inner jacket 
– both made of recycled materials. The robust 
TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE used for the hardshell is 
highly flexible. Pre-shaped elbows offer additional 
freedom of movement. The snug NANUK 200 
ECOSPHERE material used for the inner jacket will 
keep kids wonderfully warm. The 3-in-1 system 
means the two jackets can be easily combined 
using zips. There is plenty of space in the two 
side pockets for anything kids can’t go without. 
Features such as the fold-out additional chin 
protector and reflecting details make the jacket 
ideal for any kind of outdoor activity.

Material: TEXAPORE ECOSPHERE PLAIN 2L; MESH 
LINING RECYCLED; NANUK 200 ECOSPHERE; 
100 % PFC-free

07 ca.29 ca.13 ca.16



Products that perform with style – for snow sports, winter hiking and more
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Winter sports enthusiasts want their clothing to offer optimum 
protection against cold and snow, to allow maximum free-
dom of movement and to look fashionable. JACK WOLFSKIN  
has given its snow sports collection a makeover and add-
ed some new products. It offers fully featured products with  

excellent performance in the ‘Ski Alpine’, ‘Ski Touring’ and 
‘Nordic Ski’ categories. Multifunction capability continues to 
be an important aspect. It means the products are also suita-
ble for sledging expeditions and long winter hikes. The jackets 
and trousers in the collection are completely PFC-free.

INTO THE 
SNOWW

O
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EN
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TEXAPORE EXOLIGHT GLOvES
Getting to grips with the cold

These fingered gloves will keep your hands nice 
and warm all day long. The fast-drying MICRO-
GUARD inner lining retains plenty of heat and 
loft. The TEXAPORE material makes the gloves 
waterproof, windproof and breathable. The wrist 
and cuff sizes are adjustable. 

Material: TEXAPORE TASLAN 2L; MICROGUARD; 
Q.M.C.

MERINO CAP
Stylish with full merino characteristics

On cold winter days, this lightweight woolly hat 
will keep your head wonderfully warm and re-
gulate excess moisture. The mix of merino wool, 
synthetic fibres and alpaca is lovely and soft and 
non-scratchy. The small cuff and little bobble will 
make it a favourite accessory.    

Material: 65% MERINO wool, 30% polyamide, 
5% alpaca

GRAvITY TOUR PANTS
Light pants for winter tours  

Wind protection, ease of movement and climate 
comfort – these versatile pants offer an ideal 
combination of materials for those on the move. 
The STORMLOCK material on the front of the 
pants makes them completely windproof, provid-
ing protection against cold headwinds. The back 
of the pants is made of very breathable and 
flexible FLEX SHIELD material. Zips on the side of 
the pants provide optimum ventilation. Additional 
features: two side pockets, adjustable hem, 
integrated snow skirt at the hem, ski pass pocket, 
detachable braces. 

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL LIGHT; 
FLEX SHIELD; 100 % PFC-free

02 03

MOUNT FLOYEN JACKET
Stylish winter sports companion 

This warm and comfortable down jacket is an 
absolute highlight for style-conscious winter 
athletes. It can be worn on its own or beneath an 
outer jacket and is highly sophisticated, down to 
the last detail. The HyperDry down fill is water-
repellent, very puffy, and the jacket’s quilting 
keeps the down in place. The shimmery material 
and slim silhouette enhance the jacket’s stylish 
appearance. The adjustable hood provides pro-
tection against wind and icy snow. The jacket’s 
various features include snow skirt, ski pass 
pocket on sleeve, RECCO system, pocket for gog-
gles and cleaning cloth inside jacket, adjustable 
hem and thumb loops. 

Material: STORMLOCK TAFFETA SHINY; 
HYPERDRY DOWN EN 90/10; 100 % PFC-free; 
RDS; 700 cuin

05

ARCTIC XT HALF ZIP
Versatile and highly efficient 
combination of materials

This functional shirt combines polyester with fine 
merino wool, making it comfortable to wear and 
breathable while also offering natural odour-
inhibiting moisture management. The high-cut 
collar protects against wind and can be unzipped 
to the chest for good ventilation. The Arctic 
XT Half Zip has a close fit yet still offers ease 
of movement. Also available in a short-sleeved 
version.

Material: MERINO DOUBLE KNIT S.FRESH; 
74 % POLYESTER; 24 % MERINO WOOL

06

EXOLIGHT 3IN1 JACKET
The star of the winter sports season

This extremely robust, warm jacket is a genuine 
high-end product for ambitious snow sports 
enthusiasts. It has been carefully designed down 
to the last detail and combines a padded inner 
jacket with a breathable hardshell. The two-layer 
TEXAPORE O2+ Snow 2L material of the outer 
jacket provides reliable protection against wind 
and weather. The inner jacket incorporates 
water-repellent DOWNFIBER technology, which 
combines down and synthetic fibre. Additional 
practical details include ventilation zips under the 
arms, two side pockets, two breast pockets and 
a secret pocket. There is also a detachable, fully 
adjustable hood that can be packed away inside 
the collar, as well as a snow skirt, ski pass pocket 
and RECCO rescue system. 

Material: TEXAPORE O2+ SNOW 2L; AIRGRID 
20D; NANUK DYNAMIC; DOWNFIBER 70/30 RDS, 
700 cuin; 100 % PFC-free

04
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TEXAPORE EXOLIGHT GLOvES
Getting to grips with the cold

These fingered gloves will keep your hands nice 
and warm all day long. The fast-drying MICRO-
GUARD inner lining retains plenty of heat and 
loft. The TEXAPORE material makes the gloves 
waterproof, windproof and breathable. The wrist 
and cuff sizes are adjustable. 

Material: TEXAPORE TASLAN 2L; MICROGUARD; 
Q.M.C.

EXOLIGHT 3IN1 JACKET 
Ultra-warm and waterproof in a 
timeless style

This extremely robust, warm jacket is a genuine 
high-end product for ambitious snow sports 
enthusiasts. It has been carefully designed down 
to the last detail and combines a padded inner 
jacket with a breathable hardshell. The two-layer 
TEXAPORE O2+ Snow 2L material of the outer 
jacket provides reliable protection against wind 
and weather. The inner jacket incorporates 
water-repellent DOWNFIBER technology, which 
combines down and synthetic fibre. Additional 
practical details include ventilation zips under the 
arms, two side pockets, two breast pockets and 
a secret pocket. There is also a detachable, fully 
adjustable hood that can be packed away inside 
the collar, as well as a snow skirt, ski pass pocket 
and RECCO rescue system. 

Material: TEXAPORE O2+ SNOW 2L; AIRGRID 
20D; NANUK DYNAMIC; DOWNFIBER 70/30 RDS, 
700 cuin; 100 % PFC-free
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GRAvITY TOUR PANTS
Hard-wearing pants for winter tours  

Wind protection, ease of movement and climate 
comfort – these light pants offer the best com-
bination of materials for those on the move. The 
STORMLOCK material on the front of the pants 
makes them completely windproof, providing 
protection against cold headwinds. The back of 
the pants is made of very breathable and flexible 
FLEX SHIELD material. Zips on the side of the 
pants provide additional fresh air when needed. 
Impressive details: two side pockets, adjustable 
hem, integrated snow skirt at the hem, ski pass 
pocket, detachable braces. 

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL LIGHT; 
FLEX SHIELD; 100 % PFC-free

ROGALANd SHIRT
Fleece top with a classic shirt style  

This fleece top combines functionality with fash-
ionable details and a stylish design. It has a slim 
fit and features a shirt collar and snap closure. 
The NANUK fleece material is comfortable to 
wear and is durable and breathable. The func-
tional yet stylish details include a chest pocket 
with zip and decorative seam as well as elbow 
patches.  

Material: NANUK 150

03

MOUNT FLOYEN JACKET
Dynamic winter sports companion 

This warm, fully equipped down jacket is an 
absolutely high-end product for ambitious fans 
of winter sports. It can be worn on its own or be-
neath an outer jacket and is highly sophisticated, 
down to the last detail. The HyperDry down fill is 
water-repellent, very puffy, and the jacket’s quilt-
ing keeps the down in place. The adjustable hood 
provides protection against wind and icy snow. 
The jacket’s various features include snow skirt, 
ski pass pocket on sleeve, RECCO system, pocket 
for googles and cleaning cloth inside jacket, 
adjustable hem and thumb loops.

Material: 50D RIPSTOCK; HYPERDRY DOWN EN 
90/10; 100 % PFC-free; RDS; 700 cuin; 
STORMLOCK

05

NORdIC SHAdOW CAP MEN
Woolly hat with fleece lining  

This woolly hat is the perfect choice for cold days. 
It is made from a lightweight acrylic-wool mix 
and has a soft fleece lining for extra warmth and 
comfort. The colour scheme and Nordic zigzag 
pattern give it a stylish look. 

Material: YARN (43% acrylic, 29% polyester, 
28% wool) 
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ARCTIC XT HALF ZIP
Versatile and highly efficient 
combination of materials

This functional shirt combines polyester with fine 
merino wool, making it comfortable to wear and 
breathable while also offering natural odour-
inhibiting moisture management. The high-cut 
collar protects against wind and can be unzipped 
to the chest for good ventilation. The Arctic 
XT Half Zip has a close fit yet still offers ease 
of movement. Also available in a short-sleeved 
version.

Material: MERINO DOUBLE KNIT S.FRESH; 
74 % POLYESTER; 24 % MERINO WOOL

06
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The season for outdoor sports really is all year round now! 
JACK WOLFSKIN has teamed up with qualified sports scientist 
and fitness expert FeliX KleMMe to improve its Athletic 
OutdOOr collection. Together they have developed new 
products specifically designed to meet the needs of athletes 
who train outdoors in all weathers. These are products that 
are highly breathable, ultralight and extremely robust. They 

are designed for anyone who follows the JACK WOLFSKIN 
and Felix Klemme training philosophy: ‘think outside, train 
outdoors!’ Now, for the first time, there is also a matching 
new range of backpacks and bags: GRAVITY packs are cleverly 
designed to carry sports clothing and equipment and boast 
lots of practical details.

GRASSLAND HYBRID HOOD MeN / WOMeN
Optimum protection against the cold for power athletes 

This windproof hooded hybrid jacket is perfect for power sports on cold 
days. The lightweight SOFTTOUCH TAFFETA material used in the upper body 
is windproof and water-repellent. The MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE synthetic 
fibre filling is made entirely from recycled polyester and ensures optimum 
heat retention. The sleeves are made from STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL OX-
FORD and have pre-shaped elbows to allow freedom of movement. There 
are also two roomy side pockets at the hip. 

Material: SOFTTOUCH TAFFETA; STORMLOCK SOFTSHELL OXFORD; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; bluesign® PRODUCT

GRAVITY WINTeR TIGHTS MeN / WOMeN 
universal tights for fast-paced sports

One pair of trousers for all activities: these sports trousers are guaranteed to 
move with you. Extremely stretchy and breathable, they ensure an excellent 
body climate and first-class comfort for all activities from trail running to 
mountain biking. The material incorporates S.FRESH for lasting freshness. For 
winter sports, the tights can be worn as a thermal layer under ski trousers. 
Product features include a pocket at the back and reflective details.  

Material: NANUK DYNAMIC; Q.M.C.; S.FRESH
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Outfits and gear: everything for training in all kinds of weather
OutdOOr Gym



Once you have been there, you will always want to go back: 
Scandinavia is a fascinating mix of untamed wilderness and 
electrifying cities. JACK WOLFSKIN drew inspiration from 
Europe’s north for the new autumn/winter 2018 season. 

Richmond coat men
Modern cut and ultra-warm – a superlative down coat

This windproof down coat is ideal for anyone who needs extra warmth on 
those cold days. The subtly shimmering STORMLOCK TAFFETA material is 
water-repellent and highly breathable. The ample filling made of high-quality 
RDS-certified duck down will keep you snug even when you’re mostly 
stationary. The shoulders and hood are padded with recycled MICROGUARD 
ECOSPHERE as precipitation affects these areas directly. The padding is not 
adversely affected by moisture – it even keeps you warm when damp. The 
shoulders and elbows are additionally reinforced with robust STORMLOCK 
WOOLTEC HEATHER in a cool melange look. Light rain or snow will simply 
run off this coat. The hood is permanently attached to the coat. Four side 
pockets, an attached chest pocket and an inside pocket offer plenty of space 
for storing things. 

Material: STORMLOCK TAFFETA; STORMLOCK WOOLTEC HEATHER; 
90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN (RDS-certified), 700 cuin; 
MICROGUARD ECOSPHERE; 100 % PFC-free

Rocky Point PaRka Women
Waterproof, lined winter parka with a deep hood

This retro-look parka is at all times both stylish and functional, be it on a 
winter walk through the woods or on a stroll in the city. Its long cut and 
deep, fold-back hood offer all-round protection from the elements. The wa-
terproof, robust TEXAPORE COTTON TOUCH outer material provides perfect 
weather protection and boasts a natural feel thanks to its high proportion of 
organic cotton. Inside, warmth is provided by a resilient POLYFIBER filling and 
lining made of lambskin-like fleece. The deep hood is lined with the same 
material. It is permanently attached to the parka and is width-adjustable. 
Two side pockets and two chest pockets, each with side openings, empha-
sise the slimline shape and, together with an inside pocket, offer plenty of 
space for storing things. 

Material: TEXAPORE COTTON TOUCH 2L; SHERPA LINING LIGHT; 
POLYFIBER FILL 120 g/m2; 100 % PFC-free

01 02

More than a thousand fjords, scenic coasts, majestic moun-
tains and exhilarating cities – there’s so much to be discovered 
here. The latest collection perfectly equips outdoor enthusiasts 
for all sorts of trips and adventures in the far north. 

Style and function on the go – perfect companions for trips large and small
Nordic Travel



Seven WondeRS Wt LoW
The shoe for all the wonders of the world

The development of this robust, lightweight shoe was inspired by the idea 
of travelling around the world to see the most impressive sights with as little 
luggage as possible. With this shoe, even extended journeys will feel like a 
casual stroll. The SEVEN WONDERS WT LOW will go down well in the city 
thanks to its modern look. It boasts a water-repellent front section and is 
comfortable to wear thanks to the COMFORT FIT insole. It comes in men’s 
and women’s sizes.

Main material: LEATHER 

05

noRth Wind Jacket
Nordic inspiration, stylish interpretation

Fashion can be so functional: this knitted jacket with a traditional Norwegian 
pattern doesn’t just cut a fine figure – with its windproof lining, it also 
offers optimum protection during all activities, be it hiking or a walk in the 
city. The high stand-up collar and tight-fitting sleeve cuffs reliably keep out 
the wind. There’s space for a few essentials in the two side pockets with 
concealed zips.

Material: YARN (50 % wool, 50 % polyamide); STORMLOCK LINING

0403

WinteR tRaveL PantS men/Women
Ideal for when out and about 

The perfect addition to an urban outfit thanks to a melange look and a 
modern city fit. The FLEX SHIELD HEATHER material means these pants will 
fit any figure perfectly. Their casual cut in a classic chino style offers maxi-
mum freedom of movement while the soft, abraded inside offers additional 
comfort. The fit is made even more perfect by the pre-shaped knee section 
on the men’s version and the turnover bottom hem and elasticated cuffs on 
the women’s version. 
Two side pockets with side openings and two back pockets (with subtle 
zips on the women’s version) offer plenty of space for all things useful and 
important.

Material: FLEX SHIELD HEATHER; 100 % PFC-free
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tRt RaiL 40
2-in-1 – amazingly spacious

This robust wheeled suitcase is a trolley case and backpack in one. The new, 
lightweight polycarbonate hard-shell system is extremely robust, and the 
telescopic handle is completely retractable. The TRT 40 can easily be used 
as a roller bag or carried as a backpack. The shoulder straps are stowed in 
the front pocket. The inside layout has also been perfectly designed. Damp 
shoes or clothing can be stored in a vented wet pocket. Large items of cloth-
ing can be stored in the two compartments with fixing straps. Laptops up to 
15 inches will fit in the padded front pocket. Reinforced edges complete the 
robust look. The case is small enough to be carried as hand luggage when 
flying.

ARMATECH PLUS 600D; volume: 40 litres 

printed on Bio Top 3® Next - paper



SMART WeATHeR PROTecTION fOR
TRAININGS IN WeT WeATHeR cONDITIONS
• New technology
• 100 % water protection
• ultra thin material

NARVIK TRAIL MeN
technical stretch hoody with extravagant look

This functional hoody is especially warm, weighs next to nothing and has 
outstanding breathability. Its innovative, flexible weave with a neoprene 
appearance offers perfect insulation, is highly breathable and dries quickly. 
The special three-dimensional weave offers additional warmth, since air is 
stored between the inner and outer layers. The close-fitting hood protects 
the head against wind and prevents cooling. The athletic cut makes the 
hoody ideal for winter sports! Additional clever details include the long zip 
and the easy-to-access chest pocket.

Material: SPACER Q.M.C; NANUK DYNAMIC

GRAVITY 60 BAG
convertible dressing room with flexible compartment system

Whether you use it as a duffel bag or backpack, this organisational marvel 
offers masses of storage space. The GRAVITY 60 BAG can be carried as 
a spacious bag using the two carry handles, or as a backpack using the 
detachable shoulder straps. The main compartment opens out fully via a 
U-shaped zip. There is a vented laundry compartment in the top. The main 
compartment can be split into smaller compartments with padded dividers 
to make things easier to find. Other equipment can be fastened securely 
using compression straps on the sides. A small zipped side pocket has space 
for keys, etc.

Material: FACE OFF 900D; ARMATECH PLUS 600 D; volume: 60 litres 

GRAVITY 26 PAcK
exercise has never been so well organised

Outdoor athletes will be fully equipped with this backpack. The main 
compartment opens out fully via two side zips. The inside layout is perfectly 
designed: the main compartment can be split into smaller compartments 
with folding dividers to make things easier to find. The flexible suspension  
system – with a waist belt that can be stowed in the padded back and  
foam-covered shoulder straps with a signalling whistle – makes this pack a 
trusty companion. Equipment can be fastened securely and carried using  
compression straps on the sides. The extremely hard-wearing, abrasion- 
resistant polyester fabric has a polyurethane coating on the outside that 
makes it completely weatherproof and waterproof. The smooth surface is 
easy to clean and looks stylish. The backpack also includes a mat so you can 
keep your feet dry when getting changed.

Material: FACE OFF 900D; ARMATECH PLUS 600D; volume: 26 litres

GRAVITY fLex SHIeLD LOW WOMeN
innovative weather protection X super lightweight 

There are many facets to outdoor training. The new WTR SHIELD technol-
ogy takes outdoor training and leisure to a new level and awakens a real 
zest for life. The innovative upper with integrated membrane at the front 
is waterproof, while the PU lining in the back of the shoe is breathable. 
The single-layer surface construction makes the shoes extremely light and 
provides next-to-skin comfort. The NATURAL MOTION PAD promotes natural 
movements and the additional rubber elements on the side protect the sole 
against wear and tear. 

Weight: 500 g size 6; 
Material: WTR SHIELD; NATURAL MOTION PAD
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AIRFLAKE -10
This new material from JACK WOLFSKIN is a real innovation. 
The exclusive AIRFLAKE padding is ultra-light and offers 
the exceptional thermal performance of down. At the 
same time, the synthetic fibre technology boasts active 
moisture management. It is not affected by moisture and 
can be compressed to a very small pack size. And, as an 
added bonus, it’s vegan! Because of the material’s outstand-
ing properties, JACK WOLFSKIN has used it to develop its 

high-tech AIRFLAKE range of sleeping bags. For the autumn/ 
winter 2018 season the range was extended with the ad-
dition of a new model that keeps you toasty and warm at 
even lower temperatures. Layers of insulation laid diagonally 
on top of each other and a special quilting structure pre-
vent cold spots and keep the body warm all over for optimum 
sleeping comfort. 

Feather-light and ultra-warm – even in extreme cold 

AIRFLAKE -10
Excellent compression and extra warmth

This extremely lightweight, robust synthetic sleeping 
bag will keep you toasty and warm even when the 
temperature plunges way below zero. It is filled with 
the improved AIRFLAKE insulation, which is unaffected 
by condensation from the outside or moisture on the 
inside. The lined hood can be adjusted easily with an 
elastic drawstring with one hand and fits perfectly 
around the head and neck.  The 3D thermal collar has 
a warm lining and plenty of loft, and is shaped so that 
it encloses the neck completely without the need for a 
cord or other fastening. This means the warm air stays 
inside the sleeping bag, instead of escaping through 
the neck opening. The smooth, soft-touch shell helps 
create the perfect sleeping climate. The mummy 
sleeping bag is roomy enough for you to bend your 
legs. When touring, it can be stowed in a compact, 
waterproof packsack.

Material: FLYGRID 10D; 100% nylon; 
maximum user height: 1.90 m; weight: 1,630 grams 

Temperature T max:   +11° C
Temperature T comf:    -2° C
Temperature T lim:       -8° C
Temperature T ext:       -26° C
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Mobility in various forms is becoming increasingly important. 
JACK WOLFSKIN demonstrates how function and style com-
plement each other perfectly in its new AURORA pack range. 
The visual appearance of the AURORA backpacks, with their 

unusual and elaborate colour gradient, was inspired by the 
spectacular Northern Lights – the aurora borealis. With their 
clean design, these backpacks make stylish companions both 
in the wild and in urban settings.

Inspired by the Northern Lights – striking looks, clear design

AURORA 28 PACK
Excellent quality X functionality X 
modern design

With its clear, slim lines and high-quality work-
manship, this ultralight, waterproof backpack is 
the perfect companion for outdoor activities. Its 
visual appearance, with its unusual and elaborate 
colour gradient, was inspired by the spectacular 
Northern Lights. The material combination of 
DIAMOND RIPSTOP 210D and polyamide makes 
it extremely robust. Waterproof YKK zips and 
fully taped seams keep the contents dry. The 
main compartment can be sealed against water 
and dust with a roll-close packsack with collar. 
The body contact suspension system makes the 
pack extremely comfortable to carry. Additional 
practical product features include detachable 
compression straps, a detachable hip belt with 
gear loops and a trekking pole attachment.

Material: DIAMOND RIPSTOCK 210D; 
YKK AQUAGUARD ZIPPER; volume: 28 litres 

AURORA 22 PACK
Stylish look and definitely waterproof

High-quality workmanship and clear, slim lines 
make this ultralight, waterproof backpack the 
perfect companion for outdoor activities. Its 
visual appearance, with its unusual and elaborate 
colour gradient, was inspired by the spectacular 
Northern Lights – the aurora borealis. The mate-
rial combination of DIAMOND RIPSTOP 210D and 
polyamide makes it extremely robust. Waterproof 
YKK zips and fully taped seams keep the contents 
dry. The main compartment can be sealed against 
water and dust with a roll-close packsack with 
collar. The body contact suspension system makes 
the pack extremely comfortable to carry. Practical 
product features include detachable compression 
straps and a trekking pole attachment.

Material: DIAMOND RIPSTOCK 210D; 
YKK AQUAGUARD ZIPPER; volume: 22 litres 

AURORA 20 PACK
Special construction, practical functions

This lightweight, waterproof backpack in the new 
Aurora range is particularly versatile. The large 
opening via the two-way side zip provides a quick 
overview and direct access to the main compart-
ment. The pack’s visual appearance, with its 
unusual and elaborate colour gradient, is based 
on the spectacular Northern Lights. The material 
combination of DIAMOND RIPSTOP 210D and 
polyamide makes it extremely robust. Functional 
as well as stylish, the shape was inspired by 
origami, the Japanese paper-folding technique. 
Rounded corners and the connection between 
the shoulder straps and the sides of the backpack 
underline the clean design. The backpack also 
comes with a practical organiser and a padded 
laptop compartment.

Material: DIAMOND RIPSTOCK 210D; 
YKK AQUAGUARD ZIPPER; volume: 20 litres 
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Surrounded by breathtaking nature, the Nordic cities im-
press with their Scandinavian spirit. In this vein, the current 
EVERYDAY OUTDOOR collection is inspired by Stockholm, the 
avant-garde city spread across 14 islands. New TEXAPORE 
materials, warm, long parkas and fl exible 3-in-1 styles are 
just the thing for experiencing the city with all the senses: its 

SKAGEN PARKA MEN
Superior waterproof down parka 

Functional, incredibly warm and ultra-casual – this water- and windproof 
down parka is perfect for any activity in an urban setting. The TEXAPORE 
COTTON TOUCH outer material with organic cotton is pleasant to the touch, 
while the lower sections of the front and back are reinforced with robust 
TEXAPORE WOOLTECH fabric. Sustainable, RDS-certifi ed down will keep you 
cosy. Two attached side pockets and two chest pockets with angled open-
ings provide plenty of space for storing things. The detachable hood is lined 
with teddy fur to keep you cosy and warm. The extra high collar protects 
your neck and ears from the weather. 

Material: TEXAPORE COTTON TOUCH 2L, TEXAPORE WOOLTECH HEATHER 
2L; ORGANIC COTTON; HIGH-QUALITY DOWN (RDS-certifi ed); 
100 % PFC-free

TEMPLE HILL JACKET WOMEN
In great shape 

This parka in a classic A-shape boasts many impressive details. It features a 
striking mix of STORMLOCK WOOLTEC HEATHER material on the front and 
back and quilted STORMLOCK BRILLIANT on the sleeves. The fi lling made 
of high-quality RDS-certifi ed duck down will keep you wonderfully warm. 
The extra large hood is width-adjustable, while the fl uffy faux fur trim will 
protect your face from the rain and snow. Two side pockets and an inside 
pocket offer plenty of space for storing things. 

Material: STORMLOCK WOOLTEC HEATHER; STORMLOCK BRILLIANT; 
80/20 GREY DUCK DOWN (RDS-certifi ed), 600 cuin; MICROGUARD 
ECOSPHERE 100 g/m2; 100 % PFC-free 

01 02

markets boasting fresh produce, the warm-hearted people 
and the impressive old town. Recognised as one of the most 
sustainable cities in the world, Stockholm was also a role 
model for the extension of the array of innovative, recycled 
sustainable products.

Stylish city looks for every day
URBAN LIFESTYLE



CRYSTAL PALACE COAT WOMEN
A winter-warming wonder

This windproof down coat delivers what its voluminous look promises: it 
is incredibly warm and is perfect for anyone who is especially susceptible 
to freezing on cold days. The STORMLOCK SOFTTOUCH material is water-
repellent, pleasant to the touch and also highly breathable. The fi lling made 
of high-quality RDS-certifi ed duck down will keep you snug even when 
you’re mostly stationary. The hood is permanently attached to the coat. The 
fi eld of vision and volume can be adjusted to suit. The full-length zip can be 
opened from the top or bottom for even greater fl exibility. Two side pockets 
and an inside pocket offer unobtrusive space for storing things. 

Material: STORMLOCK SOFTTOUCH; 90/10 WHITE DUCK DOWN 
(RDS-certifi ed), 700 cuin; 100 % PFC-free 

PORTLAND SHIELD LOW MEN / WOMEN
Active recovery for your feet

This ultralight shoe is oblivious to the changing seasons – it’s the ideal foot-
wear all year round. It is highly fl exible and aids active recovery ideally thanks 
to new and innovative WTR SHIELD technology. The water-repellent shoe 
construction is extremely breathable. The COMFORT FIT insole with multiple 
foam layers additionally supports shock absorption. It comes in men’s and 
women’s sizes.

Material: WTR SHIELD 

0403
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TRT LUGGAGE
For those who need something more rugged, JACK WOLFSKIN 
has developed the TRT range. TRT stands for ‘Tough, Rough, 
Technical’ or ‘The Real Trooper’. The range was inspired by 

the multifunctional rucksacks used in the military. The series 
includes backpacks, bags and trolley cases with lots of clever 
storage and plenty of loops for attaching additional equipment. 

Tough, Rough, Technical – multifunctionality on tour

TRT 85 PACK
Roomy companion for long trips

The no-nonsense Molle design of this pack hides 
plenty of functions. Lots of places to stow and 
attach gear make the TRT 85 an ideal companion 
on long trips – as a travel bag or backpack, or 
as a two-in-one solution. The all-round zip gives 
you ideal access from all sides, similar to a trolley 
case. The X-Transition suspension system ensures 
the backpack is comfortable to carry, even when 
heavy, and can easily be stowed away completely, 
e.g. when fl ying. There are also two carry handles. 
An integrated A4 backpack can easily be attached 
to the front or the shoulder straps with quick-re-
lease buckles. The refl ective detailing of the Molle 
system ensures good visibility and enhances the 
look. Additional product features include a name 
badge, lockable zips, a padded inner compart-
ment, a bottle opener and a pack-away rain cover.

Material: X-TRANSITION SUSPENSION SYSTEM; 
ARMATECH PLUS 600D; volume: 65 litres

TRT RAIL 40
2-in-1 – amazingly spacious

This robust wheeled suitcase is a trolley case and 
backpack in one. The new, lightweight polycar-
bonate hard-shell system is extremely robust, and 
the telescopic handle is completely retractable. 
The TRT 40 can easily be used as a roller bag or 
carried as a backpack. The shoulder straps are 
stowed in the front pocket. The inside layout 
has also been perfectly designed. Damp shoes or 
clothing can be stored in a vented wet pocket. 
Large items of clothing can be stored in the two 
compartments with fi xing straps. Laptops up 
to 15 inches will fi t in the padded front pocket. 
Reinforced edges complete the robust look. The 
case is small enough to be carried as hand lug-
gage when fl ying.

Material: ARMATECH PLUS 600D; 
volume: 40 litres

TRT 65 PACK
Versatile companion with extremely 
practical features

The no-nonsense Molle design of this pack hides 
lots of functions: many places to stow and attach 
gear make the TRT 65 an ideal companion – as a 
travel bag or backpack, or as an all-in-one solu-
tion. The lockable all-round zip gives you ideal ac-
cess from all sides, similar to a trolley case. The X-
Transition suspension system can cope with heavy 
loads comfortably and is easy to stow away, e.g. 
when fl ying. There are also two carry handles. An 
integrated A4 backpack can easily be attached to 
the front or the shoulder straps with quick-release 
buckles. The refl ective detailing of the Molle sys-
tem ensures good visibility and enhances the look. 
Additional product features include a name badge, 
lockable zips, a padded inner compartment, a bot-
tle opener and a pack-away rain cover.

Material: X-TRANSITION SUSPENSION SYSTEM; 
ARMATECH PLUS 600D; volume: 65 litres
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HELJAR LOW
Helping girls take the reins

Products that are specially designed to meet the needs of girls are a real 
novelty of this autumn/winter season. The two youngest daughters of the 
Steingässer family provided key input for the development of the Girls 
Concept line. This has resulted in shoes designed for girls’ narrower feet 
that fit perfectly during all their activities. The Heljar shoe was developed 
with the help of Frieda Steingässer. It hugs the foot and can be adjusted 
easily with a wide Velcro strap – no need for laces. There is a protective 
toecap, and an invisible heel keeps small feet in the stirrups. Frieda’s 
favourite features: the shoes are very light and were named after her 
beloved horse, Heljar. The shoe comes in a lovingly designed box which is 
reminiscent of a suitcase.

Material: HYDROPHOBIC MESH; WOLF ADVENTURE SOLE; CUSHION PAD 
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Products made specially for girls – inspired by young adventurers 

BREATHABLE*
WATERPROOF*
WINDPROOF*

EAsy cLOsuRE sysTEm

NEXT-TO-sKIN KOmFORT

* PHOENIX TEXAPORE 
LOW G only

of the impact of climate change. This time, the two daugh-
ters Hannah and Frieda provided some important input for 
the autumn/winter collection 2018. With their assistance, 
the GIRLS CONCEPT products were developed specifically 
with girls’ needs in mind.

The partnership between JACK WOLFSKIN and the  
Steingässer family continues. The outdoor specialist has 
been supporting these adventurers on their travels and with 
their research projects since 2012. Photographer Jens and 
ethnologist Jana are travelling around the world with their four 
children Frieda, Hannah, Paula and Mio to raise awareness 

Girls
ConCept
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PHOEnix TExAPORE LOW G
Perfect for great cycling adventures

A real novelty of this autumn/winter season are the products designed specially to meet the 
needs of girls. The two youngest daughters of the Steingässer family provided key input 
for the development of the Girls Concept line. Especially when it comes to shoes, finding 
models for girls’ narrower feet that fit perfectly during all their activities is a particular chal-
lenge. This shoe was developed with the help of Hannah Steingässer. It has a slim silhouette, 
a comfortable fit and an extra ridge in the sole for a good foothold on the pedals. Hard-
wearing and waterproof, it is perfect for all kinds of cycling adventures. Hannah’s favourite 
features: the shoes are named after her Phoenix bicycle. The shoe comes in a lovingly desig-
ned box which is reminiscent of a suitcase.

Material: TEXAPORE; CUSHION PAD
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